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II An Admonition to American Freethinkers
OT DUTY PLAINLY MAPPED OUT WHICH ALL MUST FOLLOW IF1PATH WE ARE TO MAINTAIN OUR POSITION AS LEADER
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IN THE EDUCATIONAL WORLD

I
The Blue Grass Blade and the Liberal

Press Generally Should Be and
Therefore Must Bo Sustainedt1By Thaddeus B Wakemsm

A large part of the liberal or free
minded people of this country are under a
serious illusion in regard to the duty of
supporting the Liberal press They seem
to think that because Truth is mighty it
will IJIcailmltl because it is tho best
of things that those who most need it will
most want itUlltl will pay for having it
made known to them

6Ihns it is that those who are doing the
serious and difficult work of lifting the

J masses of our people out of the supersti ¬

tions that trust inevitably be fatal to them ¬

selves to us and the Republic are left
that is deserted by the Superstitionists

who really need to be enlightened and by
the emancipated few whose safety and duty
above all other things require that the
light of science should reach those who
have it not

1H matters of enlightenment the com¬

mercial law of supply and demand not
only does not apply but is reversed Those
who need the supply will never make the
demand Ignorance is the lUother of
superstition and neither mother nor her
children will allow themselves to be dis ¬

turbed if they caw help it This is the ver¬

dict of science and experience In their
admirable Text Bookof Sociology
Profs Denley and Ward give us the truth
about it thus p 202

There is a prevalent idea in civilized
nations that progress is the normal condi-

tion
¬

and always welcome The fact
which wo should expect to see and be sur-

prised
¬

if we did not see But history re-

futes
¬

this Tile ancients had no concep-
tion

¬

of progress they did so much as re ¬

ject the idea they did not entertain the
idea Oriental nations are just the same
Thaw

Yes not only Oriental nations but
the people throughout the United States
who inherit Oriental religions motives and
modes of thought The list thing these
people want to know is tho truth They
religiously live in the world before Coper-
nicus

¬

Nothing makes them angry or ob ¬

stinate sooner than to tell theta Truths
they ought to know but do not If com ¬

t7

polled by facts and logic to admit itit is
by the lips only and they remain of the
same opinion still

How to present scientific truth and the
modernity which it brings with it is

tho great duty and art of the liberal edit ¬

ors and teachers Do not such deserve
nil tho rewards and honors we can give
them 7 Think of convincing tho Pope and
his coreligionists that there are not now
never were and never can be any gods
devils or spooks at all except as sub ¬

jective imaginations resting upon process
of our sentient protoplasm I

Here we have the difficulty before its
and the most important of questions is
how may it be overcome 7 How may the
people generally receive the priceless in ¬

heritance and legacy of scientific knowl ¬

edge that is Truth which the Past has
acquired for them 7 Prof Lester F
Ward in the Textbook referred to and
especially in his great work Applied
Sociology proves that it is the first duty
of tho State to see to it that the correlate
summary of scientific knowledge which is
practically the scientific solution of tho
world and of mans lot and fate in it
could and should in its condensed form
bo imparted to every human being com-

mencing
¬

of course with the young With
this scientific outline of the world and its
bottom law of correlation which has been
well called the Key of the Universe in
hand the domination of the superstitious
and of their clergy as living deceivers of
the people would soon bo over

Prof Ward shows that this simple Out
line Map of the knowable world and its
solving law and how to apply use and
enjoy them could be imparted to every
child of the State with little or nr increase
of expense over that now incurred to pre ¬

vent any real knowledge of the world and
any true education hII treacherous and
Jesuitical acquisition of what is called

learning but which is really mostly

rubbishHow

andwhy is real knowledge of
mans world lot and fate tons kept from
him

It is because the superstitious have a
veto or boycott upon every institution ofColn ¬

lego down to the smallest district school or
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kindergarten Nothing eau be taught or
enter there but with its consent That
veto is our Index Expurgatorus our
censorship which we have inherited withIthe religion which burned the book of
Copernicus who died in giving birth to it
and so escaped the tormentors who burned
Giordarno Bruno alive telling that that
book meant That veto is the willof
those obsessed and deluded by the super ¬

natural with its gods devils spirits or
spooksallof which have no existence
except as the reflection of the theological
and metaphysical deviltry which imagined
and still worships them

When the utter impossibility and non ¬

sense of their position under tin laws of
correlation and science are pointed out
they take refuge in the maxim of the
Christian Fathers I believe because it
is impossible Credo quilt impossible
for they thought that the other world
of God and Religion and Spirit must be
the reverse of this world of Sense and
Science for else this world could have no
support or existence So we are now told
that the fact of the existence of this world
of sense and science proves conclusively
tho existence ofII reverse prior creating
and supporting spirit world and good of
theology and metaphysics-

But when the results of modern science
are shown to them How that this world is
the aniline possible for its correlative
changes as to substance sptue time
and variation are only possible and con ¬

ceivable as endless boundless infinite
What do what can they say Nothing
for one natural world endless infinite and
correlating every possibility of existence
makes all other worlds as those of theol-
ogy

¬

and metaphysics inconceivable and
impossible But the otherworldians

convinced against Ihe lwill sire of the
same opinion stillor as Prof Ward says
in his Applied Sociology thos who be ¬

lieve things because they are impossible
are not going to believe any thing because
it is proved Or as Col Tngersoll used
to say it The Supernatural is at an end
excepting only as to the theological intel ¬

lect for there only do absolute contra ¬

dictions dwell together in absolute unity
surd harmony

The above argument of the Sit pirnaturiil
ists is referred to here to illustrate the dif¬

ficulties that the scientific liberal press
have to overcome stud the immense impor-
tance

¬

of enabling theta to do it as to the
past present and future
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